Abstract-Greedy routing is an appealing routing mechanism, which does not require to build and maintain routing tables. Although, it requires a specific geometric coordinate assignment for underlying network nodes. Such a coordinate assignment is called a greedy embedding, where messages are routed over a distance decreasing path from the source to the destination. Despite various research on computation of greedy embeddings, robustness of greedy coordinates in dynamic topologies has not investigated thoroughly. In this paper, we propose Greedy Zone Routing (GZR), an alternative routing architecture, which constructs a greedy embedding of a logical network graph, namely the zone graph. Distinctively, GZR assigns greedy coordinates to each zone, as opposed to individual nodes. Messages are routed in two levels: greedy geographic routing is performed between zones and classical tree-based routing is performed within a zone. This way, trees have a manageable sizes as their depths are limited by the diameter of the zones. Greedy zone routing eliminates the need of re-computing the coordinates on changes in the network topology, hence being efficient in terms of the protocol overhead. Our simulations demonstrate that, GZR produces routes with low stretch and required to maintain small routing tables, while accounting to 50% less control overheads compared to a state of the art greedy routing protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
Routing is a key service to ensure standard grade application services in communication networks. The design of routing protocols plays a crucial role in communication systems design and it depends on various characteristics of networks. A network can be mathematically abstracted by a graph with vertices representing network nodes and edges representing communication links. Given a source and a destination nodes in a graph, a routing protocol makes the decision on the next node to forward a message to in order to reach the destination. These paths can be computed by employing a shortest path algorithm on the communication graph.
Wireless ad-hoc networks have drawn a lot of attention in the networking community during last few decades. These networks are composed of energy-constrained devices which are connected over lossy wireless links. Consequently the topology of these networks is highly dynamic, making the protocol design extremely challenging compared to fixed infrastructure networks like wired networks. Geographic routing [1] , [2] is an alternative routing paradigm, specially designed for wireless networks. It avoids maintaining routing tables, instead uses the geographic location of nodes to make routing decisions. In its most appealing form, routing is performed by forwarding a message to the geographically closest neighbor towards the destination, what is an instance of greedy routing. Nevertheless, greedy routing may not guarantee delivery in arbitrarily connected graphs. Hence various recovery mechanisms were proposed.
A greedy embedding [3] is a special coordinate assignment to the nodes such that greedy routing guarantees delivery. Initially, existence of greedy embeddings was shown for special classes of graphs. Subsequently it was shown in [4] , [5] for arbitrarily connected graphs. These approaches to greedy embedding extract a spanning tree of the network and assign coordinates such that hop distances on the tree are preserved. In the state-of-art literature, most of the geographic routing research focus on the greedy coordinate computation aspect, paying less attention on the robustness of the coordinates. This is though an important problem: a change of geometric coordinates of the network due to dynamics of the topology can be cumbersome for other layers in the network stack relying on the coordinates as addresses. For instance, an address resolution service might have to operate extensively to keep the coordinates updated. This can obviously be expensive and degrade the quality of service required by the application services.
Despite numerous proposals with sound theoretical background, standardized protocols tend to rely on simpler techniques. RPL [6] is one such example, where a simple treebased routing (in fact a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG)) is adapted into a standard protocol. Routing based on a tree structure is a classical approach for routing employed in various routing protocols, such as in RPL and classical spanning tree protocol (STP). It organizes the nodes into a tree structure whose edges are directed towards the root node, hence each node designating a parent node. Additionally, every node has to learn the set of descendants underneath. Once this information is gathered, a node can decide to route a message upwards or downwards along the tree to reach the desired destination. As the construction of the tree can be done based only on the neighborhood of a node in a distributed fashion, this technique is practically appealing.
In this paper, we work on the hypothesis that the geometry of a network has to be established in an abstract level rather than in the individual node level. In this way, it is possible to maintain a static geometry which is resilient to the changes in the network topology. Such an approach can reduce the expensive communications required to maintain the geometric coordinates in the individual node level. Based on this hypothesis, our protocol divides the network into zones and establish smaller trees spanning each zone, where size of the trees is limited by the diameter of the zones, resulting in constant routing stretch for routes within zones. More importantly, our protocol assigns geometric coordinates to zones, such that geographic greedy routing can be performed between zones reducing the routing scope to a smaller virtual graph whose nodes are zones. Intra-zone routing is done using the internal tree. Our protocol is compared against PIE [5] , which is a simple an efficient protocol. It extracts a spanning tree from the given graph and assigns geometric coordinates to the nodes starting with the root. This protocol performs well as long as no frequent updates occur in the network. In this case, the entire tree has to be reconstructed. In our case, the trees are circumscribed to the zones and only trees have to be reconstructed only locally. Besides, the fact that we use no global tree improves the stretching factor, which is an inherent problem in tree routing with large trees.
II. BACKGROUND
The topology of wireless ad-hoc networks changes over time due mainly to the underlying wireless communication medium. Thus, protocol design for these networks is a challenging task compared to fixed infrastructure networks like wired networks. In routing protocols ideally every node gathers the topology information, normally by exchanging messages (flooding the network), and shortest path algorithms can be employed to compute routes and maintain them in routing tables. Nevertheless this approach is not feasible in wireless ad-hoc networks since it would be costly due to the frequent topology changes.
An alternative approach, AODV [7] is proposed to alleviate the problems with classical routing approaches. In AODV, routes are discovered on demand upon a routing request instead of pre-computing them. It reduces the overhead compared to classical approaches, but introduces a latency in data delivery. This has led the research to investigate even more scalable and low-overhead routing schemes. We briefly describe some of them below.
A. Geographic Routing
Geographic routing has been proposed to completely avoid the maintenance of routing tables [1] , [2] . It assumes network nodes are addressed by their geographic coordinates and performs routing based on the geometry of the network. Initially it tries to forward data to the geometrically closest neighbor towards the destination, the greedy routing phase. Greedy routing does not always succeed, since it can instead get stuck in some nodes (the local-minima) without being able to further progress. This is due to the arbitrary geometric distribution of nodes. To overcome the problem of dead-ends [1] , [2] proposed face routing, where data are routed around the faces of the graph on a planarized sub-graph of the communication graph. Face routing is proved to guarantee delivery, depending on the extracted planarized sub-graph. Further optimization of this scheme were later proposed in [8] , where as in [9] thorough investigation on delivery guarantees are presented.
In another perspective, geographic routing aims at performing routing only by use of local neighborhood information, namely by a local algorithm. Accordingly, a 1-local algorithm executes using only the 1-hop neighborhood information of the network graph. Analogously, algorithms requiring k-hop neighborhood information when k is a constant, can still be considered local. On the other hand, when k grows with the number of nodes in the network (k = O(n)) it can no longer be called a local algorithm.
GLIDER [10] , BVR [11] and VRAC [12] share the concept of using the raw measurements from anchor nodes (landmarks or beacons). All these approaches use the hop distances from anchor nodes as the coordinates and define a different distance function than the Euclidean distance, which they use to perform greedy forwarding. This distance function does not correspond to the geometry of nodes and applies only to nodes within a convex polygon (which is called a tile in GLIDER) formed by a set of landmarks. An alternative approach proposed in [13] uses the combinatorial properties of the coordinates to perform geographic routing within a tile. In order to perform routing globally within the topology, GLIDER constructs a higher level structure comprised of landmarks based on the anchor coordinates. This structure is globally managed by the topology. Hence, in a routing scenario it is used to route between tiles, while the distance function can guarantee delivery within a tile. GLIDER assume some strict properties on the node distribution, hence being impractical for arbitrarily connected graphs.
B. Greedy Embedding
Most of the fall-back mechanisms proposed to overcome the local minima problem are argued to be inefficient. An alternative proposal is to assign coordinates to the nodes such that greedy routing always succeeds [3] . Such a coordinate assignment is called a greedy embedding and in [3] , the existence of such embeddings on planar 3-connected graphs is conjectured. It would be proven affirmatively in [14] .
Given a graph G(V, E), an embedding of the graph onto a metric space
In other words, the function φ maps every vertex into a geometric position on X, hence assigning them a coordinate. For instance, X can be the Euclidean plane along with the Euclidean distance as metric d. In [4] , X is chosen to be the hyperbolic space with the Riemannian metric.
For arbitrarily connected graphs, existence of greedy embeddings on a non-Euclidean space is proven in [4] . They extract a spanning tree of the network and embed it on a hyperbolic space such that the tree distances are preserved. When considering the non-Euclidean greedy embedding proposals, a common procedure can be observed. Initially, a spanning tree is extracted and isometrically embedded onto the respective geometric space. An isometric embedding preserves the graph distances on the tree. As there is exactly one path between any two nodes in a tree, the embedding is a greedy embedding. Even though the embedding is based on a tree, greedy routing strategy can consider all the edges of the network, when taking greedy forwarding decisions.
One drawback of tree-based greedy routing is the unbounded path stretch due to the underlying tree structure: shorter paths may be ignored and longer paths on the tree given preference. There are several attempts to overcome this by introducing multiple trees embedded instead of a single spanning tree [15] , [5] . This suggests a node to hold multiple coordinates, corresponding to different spanning trees. Therefore a node has multiple choices to forward the packet. If the spanning trees are extracted accordingly, this approach could lead to shorter paths. Recently in [16] the authors propose the use of multiple spanning tree based greedy embeddings and focus on load balancing aspects. Nevertheless, neither of the two proposals provide guarantees on routing stretch. In contrast [15] , proposes the use of multiple tree embeddings, where a constant factor stretch bound is proven for combinatorial unit disk graphs by computing a structure of trees which covers the graph with constant stretch. This is the only case for which a stretch bound is known. For arbitrary graphs no such bound is known.
III. GREEDY ROUTING IN DYNAMIC TOPOLOGIES
The practical applications of most of the geographic routing algorithms is hindered by various unrealistic assumptions made in the design. In contrast, Kleinberg's result on the existence of greedy embedding [4] was a major leap forward towards the integration of greedy routing into protocols: not only it is free of unrealistic assumptions, but also it is based on a spanning tree of the network, and hence applicable in arbitrarily connected graphs.
In a greedy embedding, the geometry has to be constructed based on the connectivity of the communication graph. In [4] , [5] , [17] , a spanning tree of the network (in this case a sub set of the connectivity) is extracted and the greedy embedding is constructed accordingly. Therefore, once the embedding is constructed, changes in the underlying communication graph (hence the spanning tree) can disturb the greedy properties, which is a major drawback in this approach. Obviously in a practical deployment, coordinates have to be updated periodically. More specifically, the spanning tree has to be reconstructed and coordinates accordingly updated. Figure 1 , illustrates a pathological example of a greedy embedding, where a local minimum results by the change of the underlying communication graph. In Figure 1a , an extracted spanning tree is represented with thick lines, while other existing edges are represented in broken lines. As the greedy embedding is a isometric tree embedding of the spanning tree distances considered for greedy forwarding are similar to the hop distances in the tree. In this particular example, distance between S and D is 3. When the failure of edge (S, U ) is considered S no longer has a closer neighbor towards D making S a local minimum. This phenomenon occurs irrespective of the degree of a particular node, even at a node with higher number of neighbors. Considering the state-of-the-art geometric routing proposals, we establish the hypothesis that the geometry of the network has to be maintained as independent as possible from the underlying communication graph. In this way, geometric coordinates can provide a consistent address space as well as the advantages of geometric routing. Based on this hypothesis, we propose to divide the routing process in two levels. The network is partitioned into zones of a fixed diameter and treebased routing is performed within the zones. Tree-based routing is ubiquitous in standard networking protocols, such as Spanning Tree Protocol and RPL. In this routing paradigm nodes have a list of descendants and the address of their parents. If the desired destination is not among the descendants, the packet is forwarded upwards towards the root. Maintaining a routing tree is efficient as it can be done in a completely decentralized manner. Especially in networks like wireless ad-hoc networks with highly dynamic topologies, routing trees can be a feasible choice for protocol design. Nevertheless, routing on a tree structure can be inefficient when the network size grows resulting in higher routing stretch and bigger routing tables. In fact, a tree route could unnecessarily traverse upwards the tree, while shorter paths exist towards the destination which are unknown to the protocol. A heuristic based approach is proposed in [18] to discover the shorter paths in the RPL tree. Nonetheless, this mechanism still maintains a single tree across the network, which could still lead to poor performance when the network size grows.
Provided its efficiency, tree routing can be incorporated to achieve scalable routing protocols. It has to be used to cover a smaller area of the network, where comparatively higher routing stretch can be traded-off with lower overheads.
IV. GREEDY ZONE ROUTING

A. Overview of Greedy Zone Routing
Greedy Zone Routing (GZR) [19] is a two-level routing mechanism over connected subnetworks referred to as zones. Every node belongs exactly to one zone. Nodes having neighbors in a different zone are considered bordering nodes. A bordering node maintains a routing tree within its zone advertising its neighboring zone. All nodes in the zone join the routing tree (which is thus a spanning tree within the subnetwork) establishing routes to reach the neighboring zone. This is shown in Figure 2 .
Greedy Zone Routing protocol initially constructs a spanning tree of the network. The set of nodes is partitioned in zones according to a predefined hop distance. In the zone level the network is a set of zones with adjacencies, making ) Routing is performed on two levels depending on the location of the destination node. When the destination node is within the same zone, plain tree routing is used. Otherwise, the message is passed on to the zone which is geometrically closest to the destination.
B. Greedy Zone Embedding
Consider a connected graph G(V, E) and a tree subgraph
denote the tree distance between two nodes in hops. An embedding of the tree T is a mapping φ : V → X, where X is the metric space of interest. This metric space (X, d) is associated with a metric d such as Euclidean metric. An isometric tree embedding is an embedding of a tree in a metric space X, such that
In other words, it preserves the tree distances between nodes in the embedded space.
The first step is to extract a spanning tree T of the graph G(V, E) and to assign greedy coordinates to the nodes. Once the initial greedy embedding is completed, greedy zones are established. This is accomplished by partitioning the nodes of the network into zones such that each node belong to exactly one zone. Since the zones are subtrees of the spanning tree T , the new graph (whose nodes are zones) has still a tree structure. After that, new border link between zones are sought and the resulting structure is in general no longer a tree.
We use the isometric tree embedding scheme proposed in PIE [5] to perform the greedy zone embedding. Compared to the embedding on hyperbolic spaces, coordinate computation in PIE is efficient and can be done in a distributed fashion. Initially, PIE extracts a spanning tree of the network and embed it on R k metric space. The metric function use in this space is the standard l ∞ -norm defined as follows;
The coordinate assignment of PIE [5] starts by assigning 0 to the root node. Then it recursively assigns the coordinates to the descendants of the tree as follows: the parent node u enumerates its children and produces a binary map b of them. Each child v having a position b i in the binary map is assigned a coordinate c v consisting of the concatenation of (1) a prefix, which is the incremented coordinate of the parent, pre(c u ), and (2) a suffix, which is the incremented binary position suf(b i ) of the child. The strings of bits are treated as vectors. The deeper the tree, the higher the dimension of the space in which the coordinates is embedded. The increments are done as follows.
It is practical to separate the digits of the coordinates, for instance with colons. As an example, if the root has 5 children, the corresponding binary map is (000, 001, 010, 011, 100). Since the root's coordinate is 0, the children receive the prefix Routing is carried out in two different levels. In the node level (intra-zone routing), tree routing is performed. In the zone level (inter-zone routing) greedy routing is performed based on the coordinates of the zones (zones are assigned the coordinate of the root of the corresponding subtree.) We describe the process in more detail below.
1) Initial Greedy Coordinates Assignment
Embedding protocols based on spanning trees (as in [4] , [5] ) initially compute the coordinates based on a particular instance of the network. This makes them sensitive to changes in the topology. One of the main goals of greedy zone routing protocols is to minimize the dependency on a specific topological configuration. Typically they perform embedding for individual nodes and extend this embedding to the zone level. Zones have a better tolerance to topology changes.
Initially we perform the isometric tree embedding explained above. The initial embedding is done over the spanning tree We adopt here a naive approach. The process is the following: a pre-defined node initiates the process by assigning itself coordinate {0}. It invites its neighbors to join the spanning tree. If the node has no parent assigned, it will accept the invitation. Once a node determines its parent node, it notifies its membership to it. The process goes on recursively in a distributed way. The coordinates of the spanning tree are embedded in R k for some k ∈ N. The algorithm completes in O(Diam) synchronized rounds of communication where Diam is the diameter of the network. The process is carried out by Algorithm 1.
2) Greedy Zone Establishment
Once the initial greedy embedding of the network is computed, greedy zones are established. The nodes are partitioned into disjoint zones such that each node belongs to exactly one zone.
Definition 1 (Zones). A zone Z i of a connected graph G(V, E)
is a connected subgraph of G with a pre-defined diameter D in hop distance.
Since the original graph is a tree (the spanning tree T ) it is always possible to partition it into disjoint zones of diameter D. The zones will be subtrees of the original spanning tree. An important concept in our approach is that of bordering nodes, defined next.
Definition 2 (Bordering nodes, adjacent zones). Let G(V, E)
be a connected graph partitioned into n disjoint zones Z i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that any node of V belongs to a zone. A node u ∈ Z i is a bordering node if there is a node v ∈ Z j with i = j and (u, v) ∈ E. In this case, we say that zones Z i and Z j are adjacent.
Since zones are connected subgraph, any node within a zone may reach an adjacent zone by first reaching the corresponding bordering node. We may think of zones as making up a logical graph, as defined below. In the greedy zone establishment phase we extend the isometric tree embedding to the zone level. The nodes form zones based on a pre-defined diameter D. Nodes situated at heights k( D 2 + 1) become the roots of the subtrees, which will inherit their coordinates. Each one of the subtrees will end in a bordering node. This is achieved in Algorithm 2, where the coordinates of a node u is denoted by c u and its corresponding zone coordinates by zc u Making some key observations on the zone graph embedding, we present two results in the following. Proposition 1. The logical graph of zones has a tree structure.
Proof.
A zone is a subtree of the spanning tree. We must show that between two zones there is a single path. Assume there are two zones Z i and Z j such that there are two paths in G Z (V , E ) connecting them. Then, since zones are connected, any node of Z i may reach any node of Z j by two different paths. This contradicts the the fact that T is a tree.
Proposition 2. The Zone tree G Z (V , E ) admits a greedy embedding.
Proof. We start from a spanning tree T whose nodes have greedy coordinates (this means, that for each two nodes u, v ∈ T , if u and v are not neighbors, there is a node w such that
Since the structure is a tree, this property holds if we consider only the roots of the subtrees: either two roots u and v are connected by a path consisting only of nonroot nodes or there is a root w in between, i.e., d T (u, v) < d T (w, v). Since the coordinates of the roots of the subtrees are the coordinates of the zones, the zone tree admits a greedy embedding.
As a final remark for this section, note that the length of the addresses in our coordinate assignment is in Ω(log(n)). In fact the coordinate size grows poly-logarithmically, hence not possible to guarantee succinct coordinates. On the contrary, such expense can be compromised by the efficiency of coordinate computation in a distributed fashion. Append (v, L w ) ro routing table 10: Broadcast (JOINTREE(u, L w )) 11: end if
C. Zone Neighborhood Discovery
The zone neighborhood discovery protocol is used to discover the connectivity of the zone graph. This protocol is initiated by the bordering nodes as follows. Let (u, v) be a bordering edge, i.e., zc u = zc v . Both u and v start to broadcast the coordinates of the neighboring zones in a zone neighborhood notification message inviting the other nodes to join a spanning tree across their respective zones. Nodes in a different zone ignore the broadcast, hence restricting the broadcast to the zone of the initiating node. Upon reception of zone neighborhood notification, nodes update their routing tables with the route to reach the corresponding neighboring zone. The message is rebroadcast so that all the nodes in the zone get the routing information. This process creates a routing tree with a depth of D hops in a distributed fashion. This process is shown in Algorithm 3. Observe that now we are no longer using the spanning tree T but the whole graph.
D. Routing over Greedy Zones
Routing over greedy zones is done in two levels. Routing between two zones (inter-zone) is done by greedily forwarding the message to the closest zone. Let C s and C d be the coordinates of source and destination zones. As mentioned earlier distance function used to compare the closest neighbor is standard l p norm. Note that these coordinates can have different lengths, but only the common coordinates will be considered. For instance distance between coordinates 2 : −2 : 1 : −1 and 3 : 1 : −1 is max|(2−3) : (−2−1) : (−1−(−1))|, resulting 3. Once the closest zone towards the destination zone is determined, a node looks up its routing table and forward the message along the respective route towards the zone (this will follow the tree structure rooted at a bordering node).
Once the message reached the destination zone, routing is done based on the routing trees within the zone. Since these trees are spanning over smaller regions, tree routing is comparatively efficient. Also as there are multiple trees spanning a given zone, it can tolerate failures and network dynamics.
Another important aspect of greedy zone routing is the spatial diversity gained by the partitioning of the network. Assume node s in zone Z i wants to send a message to node t in zone Z j . Since s knows its neighboring zones and their coordinates, it has the opportunity of routing the message to one of the closer zones Z k towards the destination zone Z j (obviously assuming there are multiple zones which are closer towards Z j ). Furthermore, as there can be multiple routing trees towards Z k , makes further choices for routing. This diversity can be used to device further optimized routing mechanisms, in terms of traffic or energy concerns. We emphasize the distinction of GZR to a classical cluster based routing scheme. GZR benefits the freedom of greedy routing in the zone level without maintaining routing tables. Whereas in cluster based routing, a costly procedure is required to maintain routing tables to route between clusters.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we present a comprehensive evaluation of greedy zone routing. Greedy Zone Routing protocol is implemented in OMNET++ discrete event based network simulator. In order to simulate topology changes, a custom module developed for OMNET++ is used [20] . We generate random geometric graph graphs of different sizes and GZR is performed. Comparative analysis is carried out against reference implementations of classical tree routing protocol and PIE.
We carry out experiments to validate the hypothesis we established in Section III, which was the main design rational of GZR. First, we evaluate classical routing metrics, like stretch factor and packet reception rate for simulated traffic flows. In order to analyze the scalability of the network, network size is varied and metrics are observed. Most importantly, the protocol overhead in terms of control message exchanged per node is evaluated for dynamic network topologies.
A. Routing Metrics 1) Stretch Factor
Stretch factor is the ratio between length of the routing path and the shortest path. It is an important metric, especially to analyze the scalability of routing protocols. We analyze the routing stretch for two traffic patterns, namely convergecast and unicast. In converge-cast one designated node is considered as the sink and other nodes generate traffic towards it.
For the converge-cast (upwards routing) scenario, routing tree performs the best as it construct a shortest path towards the sink node. Comparatively both PIE and GZR demonstrate comparatively low routing stretch as illustrated in Figure 4 . It is important to emphasize that tree routing achieves optimum stretch in the expense of very large routing tables (see Figure 7) . Also in a request response traffic scenario, where both downstream and upstream traffic is operating, tree routing can lead to congestion. This is due to the bottleneck possibly created by following the same route for many nodes. We also performed routing stretch comparison for routing between arbitrary nodes(uni-cast) in the network ( Figure 5 ). In this scenario, GZR and PIE both perform exceedingly better compared to tree routing, obviously due to the use of maximum connectivity possible in the greedy route decision making compared to the routing tree ( Figure 5 ). GZR performs slightly better as in the zone level routing trees are optimal. Most importantly, routing stretch in both GZR and PIE are almost bounded when the network size grows.
2) Packet Reception Rate
In the presence of network dynamics, packet reception rate provides a more realistic metric for routing protocols. We simulate uni-cast traffic pattern and analyze its behavior, emulating network topology changing over time. Probabilistic link failures are emulated and protocol update intervals are varied to analyze the behavior. It is obvious that higher communication overheads lead to more reliable packet delivery. Our simulation scenario varies the update interval from 5 to 45 simulation time units and estimated the packet reception in a random any to any traffic scenario. As in Figure 6 , GZR outperforms PIE, yet in PIE also a reasonable packet reception is maintained. As GZR does not recompute the coordinates, packet loss could only occur due to zone level routing unavailabilities, whereas in PIE packets can be dropped by reaching a local-minimum. Even more appropriate analysis would be to compare the packet reception rate against the overhead, which is omitted due to space limitations. Figure 7) . However, in PIE routing table size is even smaller compared to GZR, since it only carries the neighboring nodes and their coordinates. Nevertheless, limiting the routing tree scope to zone level has drastically reduced the routing table size. In fact, Figure 7 shows an almost constant routing table sizes for different sizes of networks.
B. Control Overhead
The key distinction of GZR with other proposals including PIE [5] , [16] is that, GZR does not require to recompute the coordinates periodically in order to maintain the greedy embedding. Even if some minor changes in the underlying spanning tree occurred, as there is no way to detect this in a distributed setting, whole computation phase has to be executed. Message complexity of tree construction grows with the number of nodes (at least as linearly). Once the zones are established in GZR, trees are spanned only within zones with fixed diameter(in hop distance). Therefore, message complexity does not grow with the size of the network. This is the key distinction of GZR as opposed to PIE, which results in the scalability of GZR.
This aspect is very important in practice as this could result in a lot of overhead during the operation of protocol. In order to analyze this behavior in PIE, we introduce a periodic update of coordinate computation and analyzed the control overhead. More specifically, a network of 100 nodes simulated with an update interval of 30 simulation time units. Aggregated number of control packets processed by each individual node within a given time is counted. Figure 8 shows the comparison of control overhead between GZR and PIE. On average a GZR node processes 33 control packets while, PIE processes 89 packets. In the initialization phase of GZR, overhead is similar to PIE as both performs the initial embedding. Once the zones are established, as scope of routing trees are limited within the zone, hence overhead is reduced.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a new routing protocol for wireless ad-hoc networks called Greedy Zone Routing(GZR), especially focusing on robustness and scalability. The design rational is to use geographic greedy routing in an abstract level, instead of in individual node level. In other words, GZR assigns geographic coordinates to a collection of nodes in a network called a zone. Further more, GZR utilizes classical tree based routing to route messages within zones. Nodes laying closer to zone borders establish paths for other nodes in the zone to reach neighboring zones. Geographic coordinates of zones are assigned such that, greedy forwarding of messages between zones guaranteeing delivery to destination zones.
Greedy Zone Routing overcomes the cumbersome recomputation of greedy coordinates in dynamic network topologies. It assigns the coordinate once to the zones and there after maintains zone level routing trees, greatly reducing the control overhead of the protocol. We evaluate GZR comparing with a state-of-the-art greedy routing protocol and demonstrate that it provides a lower routing stretch and smaller routing table sizes, while maintaining the overheads 50% lower. Future work would investigate the advantage of flexibility offered by the geometric zones in the context of opportunistic routing. Also it is also important to consider greedy zone establishments such that quality of service requirements are achieved.
